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*IMPORTANT NOTICE: Hellerstein & Brenner Vision Center, P.C. and its staff have no personal connection or financial interest in the above apps. 
Use these suggestions at your discretion. Theses apps do not replace appropriate vision evaluation or vision therapy treatment. If you are 
experiencing problems with your vision or vision-related activities, please schedule a comprehensive vision examination with a Developmental 
Optometrist. 

Amblyopia Training 
Beginner 
(Free) 

 
- Activity: Pt traces the given drawing while the grate 

rotates 
- Adjust image being traced: 1. Select the save icon, 2. 

Select “Pick a coloring from app” 3. Select drawing 
- Adjust brush size, opacity, R/G/B: 1. Select the 

settings icon 
- Adjust # of grating bars: 1. Select the settings icon 
- R/G/B glasses: Can use. Adjust R/G/B settings under 

the settings icon 
 

Captain Lazy Eye 
Beginner  
(Lite: F, $9.99, Full: $34.99) 

 
- Activity: Pt taps the fish moving across the screen as 

quickly as possible 
 

GamE-blyopia 
Beginner 
(Free, $ Subscription) 

 
- Activities: Letter Hunt & Snake 
- Letter Hunt: Pt find the letters in order of given 

order 
- Snake: Pt uses the arrows to direct the red snake to 

line up with/eat the green dots 
- Brick Away & 2048 activities are only available under 

subscription 
- R/G/B: Can use. Adjust R/G/B settings under settings 

 
Tap-n-See Now 
Beginner 
(Lite: Free, $2.99, Deluxe: $34.99) 

 
- Activities: Pt follows moving target with eyes, pt may 

tap target 
- Can adjust target size, speed & sound under Settings 
- Full & Deluxe version allows for more setting 

changes including target image & colors 
 

VISUS – Measure the eyesight of your kids! 
Beginner 
(Free) 

 
- Activities: Gabo Gabo, Puzzle, Den Den 
- Gabo Gabo: visual discrimination of LEA grating 

acuity – pt selects the grating that does not match 

- Puzzle: Visual form constancy – pt re-builds the 
scattered puzzle 

- Den Den: Visual matching, visual discrimination – pt 
drags the matching LEA shape to the center LEA 
shape 

- Age difficulty availability: 1. Less than 3 years, 2. 
Between 3 & 6 years, 3. More than 6 years 

 
Avoid the Dots 
Beginner – Int. 
(Free) 

 
- Activity: Pt drags the white dot around the screen 

while avoiding the red dots 
- R/G glasses: Green filter cancels out red dots 

 
Dot-E (Don’t Tap the Red Dot) 
B. – Int.  
(Free) 

 
- Activity: Pt taps the blue dots while avoiding tapping 

the red dots 
- R/G glasses: Red filter cancels out the blue dots 

 
PatternPuzzle* 
Beginner – Int. 
(Free) 

 
- Activities: Pt matches the same 4 patterns together, 

must match all 9 sets under 9 minutes 
 
The Line Zen 
Intermediate 
(Free) 

 
- Activities: Pt moves the blue dot through the moving 

maze & obstacles 
- R/G: Red filter cancels out the maze boundaries 

 
Amblyioia Lazy Eye Excerise 
($1.99) 
 

 
Amblyioia Lazy Eye Excerise 
($1.99) 
 

 
Amblyioia Lazy Eye VisionSimul 
($1.99) 
 



IPAD APPS - - Amblyopia & Red/Green/Blue Activities 
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*IMPORTANT NOTICE: Hellerstein & Brenner Vision Center, P.C. and its staff have no personal connection or financial interest in the above apps. 
Use these suggestions at your discretion. Theses apps do not replace appropriate vision evaluation or vision therapy treatment. If you are 
experiencing problems with your vision or vision-related activities, please schedule a comprehensive vision examination with a Developmental 
Optometrist. 

Amblyioia Lazy Eye 3D Excerises 
Int. | ($4.99) 
 

 
Amblyioia Lazy Eye Excerise Apps 
($8.99) 
 

 
Amblyopia Snake 
Age 12+ 
($16.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Blocks 
Age 12+ 
($16.99) 

 
- Activity: Similar concept to Tetris 
- R/G/B: Can use. Adjust under settings 

 
Lazy Eye Bubble Shooter 
Age 12+ 
($16.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Breaker 
Age 12+ 
($16.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Circles 
Age 12+ 
($16.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Jump n Fly 
Age 12+ 
($16.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Games Pack 
Age 12+ 
($79.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Therapy: Blocks 
Age 4+ 
($9.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Therapy: Cars 
Age 4+ 
($9.99) 

 
Lazy Eye Therapy: Dots 
Age 4+ 
($9.99) 

 
 
 
 
 


